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Rainforest Calling Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
The Newbery Medal-winning tale of an orphan boy whose dream of
becoming a master potter leads to unforeseen adventure in ancient
Korea. Tree-ear is an orphan boy in a 12th-century Korean village
renowned for its ceramics. When he accidentally breaks a delicate
piece of pottery, he volunteers to work to pay for the damage.
Putting aside his own dreams, Tree-ear resolves to serve the
master potter by embarking on a difficult and dangerous journey,
little knowing that it will change his life forever. "Despite the odds
against him, Tree-ear becomes courageous, brave and selfless, a
hero as enduring as the porcelain Park so lovingly describes." (New
York Times) “Intrigues, danger, and a strong focus on doing what is
right turn a simple story into a compelling read. A timeless jewel.”
(Kirkus starred review) *A broken piece of pottery sets events in
motion as an orphan struggles to pay off his debt to a master potter.
This finely crafted novel brings 12th-century Korea and these
indelible characters to life." (School Library Journal starred review)
"Tree-ear's determination and bravery in pursuing his dream of
becoming a potter takes readers on a literary journey that
demonstrates how courage, honor and perseverance can overcome
great odds and bring great happiness. Park effectively conveys 12th
century Korea in this masterful piece of historical fiction." (Kathleen
Odean, chair of the Newbery Award Selection Committee)
The Shaman's Apprentice Scholastic Inc.
When Grandfather Frog sets out to see the Great World, he discovers it is a
dangerous place and is happy to return to the Smiling Pool.
The Most Beautiful Roof in the World Classroom Complete Press
From Newbery Honor author Kathryn Lasky comes a fascinating journey

through the rainforest canopy that's perfect for budding environmentalists.
Rainforest Animals Set Capstone Classroom
If a tree falls in the rainforest and no one is around to hear it, does it make
a sound? When Daisy’s teacher gives her special permission to log on to
webcams in South America and learn all about the rainforest, she knows
that she’s been offered a once-in-a-lifetime experience. What she
doesn’t expect is an unlikely video-caller with a very serious problem!
Follow Pedro the potoo as he explores each layer of the Amazon rainforest.
Can he get through to the humans who are destroying his home before it is
too late? Will Daisy answer the animals’ cry for help? The rainforest is
calling... Download the full eBook and explore supporting teaching
materials at www.twinkl.com/originals Join Twinkl Book Club to receive
printed story books every half-term at www.twinkl.co.uk/book-club (UK
only).
Spirit of the Rainforest Horrible Geography
In this true story written for young readers, a teen is the
only survivor of a plane crash and must stay alive in the
South American jungle until rescue. Peru, Christmas Eve,
1970. It was supposed to be a routine flight, carrying eighty-
six passengers across the Andes Mountains and home for the
holiday. But high above the Amazon rainforest, a roiling
storm engulfs the plane. Lightning strikes. A deafening
whoosh sweeps through the cabin. And suddenly, seventeen-
year-old Juliane Koepcke is alone. The plane has vanished.
She is strapped to her seat and plunging 3,500 feet to the
forest floor. On Christmas Day, she wakes. She is injured,
covered in mud, but strangely—miraculously—alive. And now,
in a remote corner of the largest rainforest on Earth, the real
battle for survival begins.

Tropical Nature Mark Twain Media
Do you know that the Statue of Liberty hasn't
always looked green? Or that the first torch had to
be replaced? Lady Liberty has been an important US
symbol for more than one hundred years. Join Mrs.
Bolt's class as they visit the statue and learn where
the statue came from, how she was built, and what

American ideas she represents.
Life in the Tropical Rain Forest Barefoot Books
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time
celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new,
easy-to-use numbering system! Vampire bats and
killer ants? That's what Jack and Annie are about to
run into when the Magic Tree House whisks them
away to the Amazon River. It's not long before they
get hopelessly lost. Will they be able to find their
way back to the tree house? Or are Jack and Annie
stuck forever in the rain forest? Did you know that
there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid?
Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie,
perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter
books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures
for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer
and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers:
Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree
House adventures
Paired Passages: Linking Fact to Fiction Grade 5 Lerner
+ ORM
Explores animals associated with different
environments.
Rain Forest Food Chains Teacher Created Resources
The fruit of a palm tree changes from green to orange when
it becomes ripe. Its color lets monkeys know when the fruit
is ready to eat. The bright purple color of a flower tells a
hummingbird there is sweet nectar inside. Early readers will
be taken on a dazzling journey in this simple yet captivating
text about the bright colors of a rain forest, and what
meanings they reveal. Each 24-page book features controlled
text with age-appropriate vocabulary and simple sentence
construction. Stunning photos closely align with descriptive
text that will grab kids’ attention. While practicing their
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reading skills, emergent readers won’t be able to stop turning
the pages as they learn about colors.

Fourteen Monkeys Orca Book Publishers
Before she went to prison, Alison Kidd was the best
thief in the city. But Ali has changed. All she wants
now is to clean up her act and work in her brother
Dean’s restaurant. She never wants to go back
inside. On the day she gets out, Dean is supposed to
pick her up. But he never shows. Ali makes her way
to Dean’s apartment and uses her unique skill set to
let herself in. Dean is missing. After some
investigation, Ali discovers that he was kidnapped
and is being held hostage by a powerful crime boss,
Lisa Wan. Lisa is the reason that Ali was in prison
and wants Ali to work one last job in exchange for
Dean's safety. Now, to save her brother and her own
future, Ali must pull off the toughest job of her
career. The epub edition of this title is fully
accessible.
The Adventures of Grandfather Frog Scholastic Inc.
Students will learn everything there is to know about the
Tropical Rainforest with our comprehensive resource that
combines science with language arts. First, students will
create a big book, in which the plants and animals that live in
the rainforest are broken down into "stories" of an apartment.
Students then exercise their math skills with the Vines,
Snails, and Jaguar Tails board game, and the Parrot Place
Values board game. Students will reinforce their critical
thinking skills with the rainforest facts, by distinguishing the
facts as true or false. Finally, students finish up the unit with
rebus rhymes and activities, centered around the rainforest
theme. This Earth Science lesson provides a teacher and
student section with reading passages, activities, board game,
word search, rebus rhymes, and big book assembly to create
a well-rounded lesson plan.

Animal Habitats Simon and Schuster
An introduction to what a rain forest is and the kinds of
plants and creatures that live in them.
We're Roaming in the Rainforest Twinkl
I walked on the moon. This is my journey. But it didn't
begin when I stepped on board Apollo 11 on July 1,
1969. It began the day I was born. Becoming an
astronaut took more than education, discipline, and
physical strength. It took years of determination and
believing that any goal is possible—from riding a bike

alone across the George Washington Bridge at age ten to
making a footprint on the Moon. I always knew the Moon
was within my reach—and that I was ready to be on the
team that would achieve the first landing. But it was still
hard to believe when I took my first step onto the Moon's
surface. We all have our own dreams. This is the story
of how mine came true.

Afternoon on the Amazon Wildlife Education
"In Man�u National Park in Peru, an amazing
fourteen different species of monkeys live together.
That's more than in any other rainforest in the
world! How can they coexist so well? Find out in
this lyrical, rhyming picture book that explores each
monkey's habits, diet, and home, illustrating how this
delicate ecosystem and its creatures live together in
harmony"--
Life in the Tropical Rain Forest DK Publishing (Dorling
Kindersley)
Have you ever wondered what lurks in the rain forest?
Written for students in grade 5, Life in the Tropical Rain
Forest teaches students about the weather patterns, plants,
animals, and people of the tropical rain forest. Vivid artwork
shows thunderstorm formation, the giant trees of the forest
canopy, and the unique adaptations that plants and animals
have made to live in the rain forest. This 22-page book
includes a glossary of bold-faced vocabulary words, reading
activities, an index of terms, and an answer key.
3-D Explorer: Rain Forest Bearport Publishing
How do animals survive in the hot and steamy rain forest?
They have special ways to hide from predators and scare
them away, find food, and keep track of one another. Look at
the pictures and find out how they do it!

Jungle Jitters Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Includes literary and factual texts, a variety of
question types, graphic organizers.
Paired Passages: Linking Fact to Fiction Grade 4 Orca Book
Publishers
Set Includes six books: Butterflies, Alligators and Crocodiles,
Hummingbirds, Old World Monkeys, Big Cats, and Snakes.

South America: Regions Gr. 5-8 Teacher Created
Resources
From jaguars to anacondas, this series introduces
early readers to animals of the rain forest. Students
learn about each animal's physical characteristics,
behavior, life cycle, and habitat. Features include a

table of contents, an infographic, fun facts, Making
Connections questions, a glossary, and an index. QR
Codes in the book give readers access to book-
specific resources to further their learning. Aligned
to Common Core Standards and correlated to state
standards. Cody Koala is an imprint of Pop!, a
division of ABDO.
Daily Science, Grade 5 Teacher Edition HarperCollins
The Yanamamo of the Amazon -- endangered children of
nature or indigenous warmongers on the verge of
destroying themselves? Now for the first time, a
powerful Yanomamo shaman speaks for his people.
Jungleman provides shocking, never-before-answered
accounts of life-or-death battles among his people -- and
perhaps even more disturbing among the spirits who
fight for their souls. Brutally riveting, the story of
Jungleman is an extraordinary and powerful document.
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